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ABSTRACT

Construction of a recognizer in a new target language

usually involves collection of a comprehensive database

in that language as well as manual annotation and

model training. For rapid development of new language

recognizer, we propose (1) substituting target language

phoneme models by source language phoneme models

trained previously; and (2) adapting target language

phoneme models from source language phoneme mod-

els using maximum a posteriori method. Evaluations

show that adaptation method results in an error re-

duction rate of 51% from using substitution, and an

error reduction rate of 10% from language-dependent

training. We also propose using data-driven method

with linguistic knowledge, instead of heuristic rules,

to align source language phonemes to target language

phonemes, both for substitution and adaptation. Eva-

lution shows that using linguistic rules brings a 2% in-

crease in recognition rate.

1. INTRODUCTION

For most speech recognition systems, it is often neces-

sary to collect a large database for each task, in each

domain or in each language to train the acoustic and

language models. Database collection, annotation and

training are time-consuming and tedious. There is of-

ten a time delay of six months to one year from the start

of the database collection e�ort to the deployment of

the �nal speech system.

In Hong Kong, a speech recognition system is re-

quired to handle at least three most popular languages,

Cantonese, Mandarin and English. In certain tasks,

such as telephone directory assistance, the ability to

handle additional languages is highly desirable. There

is a clear need for rapid development of multilingual

speech systems here, and elsewhere.

The fastest way for building a multilingual system

is to train an universal set of phonetic models and use

a subset for a speci�c language. This is multilingual

recognition [2, 8]. Another way is to substitute pho-

netic units in the source language for those of the target

language and use source language models to recognize

target language speech. This is called cross-language

recognition by substitution [10]. A third way is

adaptation. Cross-language adaptation using a uni-

versal phoneme set has shown to improve performance

from language-independent models [4]. We propose us-

ing cross-language adaptation to adapt a system

based on a single source language A, to that of a target

language B. In our case, the source language is English,

and the target language can be Mandarin or Cantonese.

Since we are using a single source language which di�ers

considerably from the target language, there are many

sounds which are present in the latter but are missing

in the former. This problem needs to be addressed.

In this paper, we present our methods of cross-

language recognition by substitution and cross-

language adaptation in section 2 and 3. In section 4,

we also describe how linguistic knowledge can be used

to solve the problem of missing sounds. Experimental

results on English and Mandarin are shown in section

5. All language-dependent models are trained from

the HKU Mandarin Speech Corpus. The language-

independent model is trained from the HKWSJ English

Speech Corpus [1]. To eliminate channel adaptation ef-

fect, we also perform cepstral mean normalization on

all models and the test data[7].

2. USING ENGLISH MODELS TO

RECOGNIZE MANDARIN SPEECH

The most common method for recognizing the speech

of a new speaker is to use speaker-independent mod-
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els trained from a large group of speakers. Similarly,

one can use a universal phoneme model set to recognize

any new language speech. Phonemes in di�erent lan-

guages are represented by a common phonetic symbol,

such as the IPA, or SAMPA. These basic phonetic units

are trained for all languages to be recognized. Another

approach is to begin with a language-independent uni-

versal phoneme set, and then collect language-speci�c

data to augment the universal set [8]. All these mul-

tilingual recognition approaches rely on a large col-

lection of speech data in multiple languages.

In many cases, however, we are not able to obtain

such a large database of di�erent languages to begin

with, especially one which encompasses European as

well as Asian languages. If we combine various mono-

lingual databases into one for training, then the di�er-

ences in the recording conditions for these databases

can lead to considerable inconsistency in our train-

ing set. For rapid development of the Mandarin and

Cantonese recognizer in a speech-based web browser

SALSA[1], we use English phonemes to recognize Man-

darin and Cantonese [11]. Mandarin is a syllable-based

language where each syllable is further divided into ini-

tial or �nal units. We map each Mandarin initial/�nal

to English phonemes, and obtain an English-Mandarin

phoneme pronunciation table, described in the next

section. We use English phoneme models to decode

Mandarin acoustic streams into English phoneme se-

quences. These phonemes are converted to Mandarin

initial/�nals by looking up in the English-Mandarin

phoneme pronunciation table. This is cross-language

recognition by substitution.

The accuracy for Mandarin link name recognition

is 83% [11]. Since a single web page only has limited

number of link names, the task is quite restricted and

cross-language substitution-based recognition is su�-

cient.

However, in a di�erent task, the accuracy for this

approach might degrade if the search space is large. It

is likely that language-adaptive models using a small

amount of training data can perform better than language-

independent models. We describe our approach, MAP-

based adaptation, in the following section.

3. MAKING USE OF THE SOURCE

LANGUAGE ACOUSTIC DATA{MAP

ADAPTATION

Adaptation is an e�cient way for solving the problem of

mismatch between training and testing data [5]. Lan-

guage mismatch is a more serious problem than speaker

mismatch. There are both acoustic and lexical di�er-

ences between the source language and the target lan-

guage. For language pairs like English and Chinese,

the acoustic and lexical mismatches are greater than

European language pairs. Even if an English-Mandarin

phoneme pair shares the common phonetic set, they are

more di�erent than in the case of, say English-French.

For example, after we align all tokens of the English

/g/ to all tokens of the Mandarin /g/, we still need to

adapt the English /g/ model to the Mandarin /g/.

To align English phoneme to Mandarin initial/�nal

units, we �rst use a data-driven method [11]in which

all Mandarin syllables are assumed to be composed of

two or three English phonemes. An English phoneme-

based recognizer is used to decode Mandarin syllables

into English phonemes. We obtain a confusion matrix

between English phonemes and Mandarin initial/�nals

this way. A voting scheme is used to �nd a set of En-

glish phoneme to Mandarin initial/�nal mapping. This

is used as the initial alignment. The aligned English

phoneme segment and Mandarin initial/�nal segment

are then used in a maximum a posteriori-based adap-

tation scheme.

Maximum a posteriori(MAP)-based adaptation takes

into account the prior knowledge in the original database,

i.e. the source language model. A Bayesian learning

mechanism is then used to optimally incorporate new

knowledge from the small set of target language data.

We use MAP-based adaptation to estimate the mean

of a Gaussian density:

~mk =
�k�k +

P
T

t�1 cktxt

�k +
PT

t=1 ckt

where k is the number of mixtures. In our experi-

ments, k is one. So the above formula becomes:

~m =
��

� + T
+

P
T

t=1 x

� + T

where T is the total number of target language

training samples. The second term on the right hand

side is the sample mean, and � is the prior sample mean

(of the source language training data). Hence the MAP

estimate of the Gaussian density mean ~m is

When � is large, ~m approaches � and the new model

is similar to the source language model. The recogni-

tion result would be similar to that of using English

model to recognize Mandarin speech, as described in

the previous section. When � is very small, we rely

on the MAP estimation of the target language training

data. In our experiments, we set � = 0:1. EM-based

training is then used to improve ~m over iterations.



4. MAKING USE OF LINGUISTIC

KNOWLEDGE OF ENGLISH AND

CHINESE

The initial step for adaptation is the alignment of cor-

responding acoustic segments. For supervised speaker

adaptation, this is achieved by aligning the segments

representing the same phonetic unit in old and new

speaker acoustic data. It is assumed that in supervised

cross-language adaptation, we just need to align the

acoustic segments which are represented by the same

phonetic symbol, in IPA, or in SAMPA, etc. For En-

glish to Chinese [6] mapping or English to Japanese [10]

mapping, it is commonly assumed that the same ro-

man letter used in both languages represents the same

sound. Hence, it is assumed that /g/ in English and

Chinese are the same and /a/ in English and Japanese

are the same. In order to see if this assumption has

acoustic evidence, we use a data-driven method to tran-

scribe Mandarin syllables into English phonemes as de-

scribe in the previous section. The resultant phoneme

pronunciation table is shown in Figure 1.

We can see that there are many surprising map-

pings. Some of them, such as /d ! b/, are errors due

to the inadequacy of our English phoneme recognizer.

Many others, such as /c! th/ and /x! s/, are due to

the fact that many sounds in Mandarin are not present

in English. These mis-alignments can cause errors in

subsequent adaptation steps.

The obvious errors of the English phoneme recog-

nizer could be easily corrected by hand. On the other

hand, the errors caused by missing sounds are more

di�cult to handle. We carry out the following steps to

correct the data-driven pronunciation table:

1. Convert English phonemes to IPA symbols using Longman
English-Chinese Dictionary.

2. Convert Mandarin ping yin to IPA symbols using Pin Yin-

Chinese Phonetics [9].

3. Align English phonemes and Mandarin ping yins which share
the same IPA symbol.

4. For Mandarin sounds whose IPA symbols are not found in
English, we construct an English approximation from a set of
linguistic rules in [3].

The new table is shown in Figure 2.

We �nd it helpful to use linguistic rules to account

for missing sounds in English. For example, the sound

�u (transcribed in Mandarin as /uu/), is not present in

English, and is wrongly transcribed as /iy/. However,

/uu/ is similar to the /u/ in the French tu and the �u

in the German f�unf. Linguists claim that it starts as

the English /iy/ as in bit followed by lip-rounding. So

we correct the mapping for Mandarin /uu/ to English

/iy uw/. We hope that in the �nal Viterbi decoding for

phoneme sequences, some states in the HMM of /iy/

and

some states in the HMM of /uw/ are skipped to

give a closer approximation of /uu/ than /iy/.

Using this corrected table, we are able to improve

the phoneme recognition rate for Mandarin using En-

glish phoneme models from 45% to 47%. In fact, we

use this table to transcribe Mandarin speech in terms of

English phonemes for both cross-language recogni-

tion by substitution andMAP-based cross-language

adaptation as described in the previous two sections.

Figure 1: Phoneme pronunciation table obtained from

data-driven mapping

a aa g g m m uang aa ng
ai ae h hh n y uei ey
an ae ng i iy o ao uen er n
ang aa ng ia aa ong ow ng ueng aa ng
ao aw ian ae ng ou ow uo ao
b b iang aa ng p p uu iy
c th iao aw q ch uuan ae ng
ch ch ie ey r y uue ey
d b in iy ng s s uun ey ng
e aa ing iy ng sh sh w w
ei ey iong uw ng t hh x s
en ae n iou ow u uw y y
eng aa ng j y ua aa z th
er aa k k uai ay zh jh
f f l y uan ay ng

Figure 2: Phoneme pronunciation table corrected by

linguistic rules
a aa g g m m uang uw aa ng
ai ay h hh n n uei ey
an aa n i iy o ao uen er n
ang aa ng ia iy aa ong ow ng ueng aa ng
ao ao ian iy ae n ou ow uo uw ao
b b iang iy aa ng p p uu iy uw
c ch iao iy ao q ch uuan iy eh n
ch ch ie iy ey r r uue iy eh
d d in iy ow s s uun iy n
e er ing iy ng sh sh w w
ei ey iong iy ow ng t t x sh
en eh n iou iy ow u uw y y
eng eh ng j jh ua uw aa z t s
er er k k hh uai uw ay zh jh
f f l l uan uw ae n

5. EVALUATION RESULTS

We use English HMMs with 32 Gaussian Mixture for

recognition and adaptation. 39 features are used, in-

cluding 12MFCC, 12 delta MFCC, 12 delta delta MFCC,

energy, delta energy, and delta delta energy.

We perform an evaluation comparing the phoneme

accuracy of Mandarin initial/�nals using language in-

dependent (LI) method based on English phoneme mod-

els, language-dependent (LD) method based on Man-

darin models, and language-adaptive (LA) method based

on MAP-adapted models.



In the evaluation result shown in Figure 3, LAmethod

consistently outperforms the LI method. LA method

is also better than LD method.

Figure 3: Phoneme recognition accuracy using LI, LD,

and LA methods
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6. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

We present two di�erent ways of rapid development

of a Mandarin speech recognizer: (1) by using substi-

tution of English phoneme models for Mandarin ini-

tial/�nals in a language independent(LI) mode; and

(2) by MAP-based adaptation of these models in a

language-adaptive(LA) mode. We also show how data-

driven methods and linguistic rules can be used to

map English phonemes to Mandarin initial/�nals. This

mapping is then used either for substitution in (1) or

adaptation in (2). Linguistic rules helps to improve

phoneme recognition rate in (1) from 45% to 47%.

Evaluation results show that LA outperforms both LI

and LD methods.
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